
44 Blog Topics to
GET YOU STARTED 

Writing
1. Share Facts about a Medical Condition
What kind of questions do your patients or clients most frequently ask about a specific medical con-
dition? Compile a list of these frequently asked questions and answer them on your blog.
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2. Blog about Blogs
Are there a few interesting blogs out there about the same health topic. Write an article about how 
they view the topic differently and which ones resonate with you the most.

3. Announce a New Product or Service
Are you rolling out a new program, product or service? Write a blog post to introduce it and high-
light its features and benefits for your patients or clients.

4. Update Readers on Industry Trends
Healthcare is constantly changing and evolving. Can you predict or comment on the latest health-
care trend? Readers will enjoy learning about it through your blog, particularly if you share your 
own unique perspective.

5. Create a Reader Poll
There are several online tools you can use to create a poll. If you use WordPress.org, install the 
Polldaddy WordPress plugin. Use it to get a snapshot of your readers’ attitudes to health topics like 
vaccinations, screenings, reproductive rights, mental health, etc. Publish a follow-up post with your 
findings.

6. Write About a Day in the Life 
Write about a typical day in your working life as a healthcare professional. Be careful not to write 
about specific patients or to commit any breaches of privacy or confidentiality.

7. Plan Posts Around Events and Seasons
Use an editorial calendar to track seasonal, cultural and industry events and write blog posts that fit 
the theme, for example, “How to Eat Healthily During the Holiday Season”.  Check out a recent post I 
made about spring marketing ideas. 

8. Share the Latest Healthcare Research
Have you been to a conference recently where you learned about new healthcare research? Or read 
about the latest research in your favorite medical journal or health-related website? Let your read-
ers know about it through your blog. Make sure you provide full references and link to online publi-
cations.

http://www.thepracticeacademy.com
https://wordpress.org/plugins/polldaddy/
https://www.thepracticeacademy.com/blog/spring-marketing-ideas-for-your-health-and-wellness-business/
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9. How-to Tutorial  
Make a video that demonstrates a how-to tutorial for your patients. Try to think of something sim-
ple that they can do easily at home, such as breathing techniques to reduce stress or stretching 
techniques to relieve body tension.

10. Promote Health Events
Whether you are running an event, speaking, or exhibiting, use your blog to build pre-event interest. 
Can you offer visitors a special code for purchasing tickets at a reduced rate through your blog?

11. Embed a Slidedeck
After the event, embed a slidedeck or pdf download of your presentation on your blog. 

12. Provide an Event Summary 
Put together a summary of conference or event highlights. 

13. Have a Reader Share a Personal Story
Ask your visitors to submit a story of their healthcare experience. 

Infographics can help your audience absorb healthcare information at a glance and they are ideal 
for sharing across multiple social media platforms. Personally, I like to use Vengage for my info-
graphic needs.

15. Create a Top 5 List
Create a list of the top 5 ways you can improve a health issue. Such as, “The Top 5 Ways to Create 
Better Communication in a Relationship.” 

16. Interview a Healthcare Professional
Choose a respected healthcare professional and interview them for your blog. Alternatively, contact 
several experts in your field and have them answer the same question: Take all the answers and 
turn them into one big blog post.

14. Create a Healthcare Infographic

17. Write About a Trending Topic on Social Media
Provide your unique perspective on a trending topic that is getting a lot of attention on Facebook, 
Twitter, Pinterest or Instagram.

18. Update Old Posts 
Check your blog’s analytics to see the most popular blog posts you’ve written. Can you expand on 
these to include new research or thinking? Perhaps the content can be turned into an infographic or 
a poll. Alternatively, highlight the most popular in a best-of post. 
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https://venngage.com/
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19. Write a Review
Review a book, product or service relevant to your healthcare industry.

20. Create Controversy 
Choose a controversial health or wellness topic and take a side. Then ask visitors to leave feedback 
in the comments section to create a discussion.

21. Provide a Weekly Round-Up of Healthcare News 
Gather the week’s healthcare news into a round-up post. Provide links, attribute sources and add 
your own commentary. 

22. Create a Favorites List
Create a post around your favorite health and wellness blogs that you personally follow. You can 
feature experts in the field or colleagues in your community.

23. Create a Healthcare ‘Hack’ Post
A hack is a list of workarounds for a common problem or issues. Is there a healthcare hack you can 
share with readers? Or why not ask your readers to share theirs? People love to share their own tips 
and patients often have a lot to teach each other. 

Reader’s comments can be rich ground for new blog posts. Don’t restrict yourself to just your own 
blog. Check the comments on other popular blogs in your industry and discussion threads on 
health-related LinkedIn or Facebook groups. What are people talking about? What questions do 
they have? What could they use more information on?

25. Quotes
Make a list of your favorite quotes. Famous, inspirational, motivational or whatever kind of quotes 
that resonate with you.  Relate the quotes to your healthcare niche.

26. Share Your Adventures
Did you take a recent trip? Without getting too up-close and personal, share with your visitors where 
you went and what you did. This post doesn’t need to be about anything health related. It can just 
be a post that invites visitors in just a bit so they can get to know another side of you.

24. Find Inspiration in Readers’ Comments

27. Make a Guide or Workbook
If you’re an expert on a health topic, feel free to help people who have less skills and experience 
than you do. Create a downloadable guide or workbook that teaches visitors how to stay healthy 
and take care of themselves on their own.

28. Create a Photo Post of your Office or Neighborhood 
Invite people into your office by posting photos of what it looks like. Give people a virtual tour. 
Readers of the post may feel more inclined to make an appointment with you after they see how 
comfy your space is.
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29. Make a Full Case Study
People love to read about case studies. Document what you did to professionally help a client in 
need. Be sure to ask the clients permission and to change their identity so that confidentiality is not 
violated.

30. Publish Your Best Comments
Take all of your most favorite comments you have gotten from you blog page and paste them into a 
blog article. Respond to each comment with a thank you or a witty or insightful comment back.

31. Bust a Myth
Know of any healthcare or wellness myths out there? Disprove them and set the record straight.

32. Publish your Success and Failures
This could be personal or professional. Have you had any big wins or big fails lately? Share them so 
that you can come off as more human and approachable.

33. Post a Picture
Sometimes writing is over rated and pictures end up saying a lot more. Post a picture that’s interest-
ing or breathtaking. 

Do you have a favorite heartwarming childhood memory? Was there a specific time in your life when 
you decided to go into the healthcare field? Tell a story about a cherished memory.

35. Important Dates
What are some of the most important dates or milestones in the history of your health or wellness 
field. Write them down for a quick history lesson.

36. Tips for Health Success
What are some easy to implement tips that your readers can implement to live a healthier lifestyle.

34. Childhood Memory

37. Bad Habits
What are some bad habits that people should try to kick in order to lead a healthier life. And what 
are the best ways to quit them? Maybe they can start by making an appointment with you?

38. Longer “About Me” Post
Go ahead and introduce yourself a little more. Expand on what you have already written on your 
About page so that readers can get a better sense of who you really are. It never hurts to create 
more of a rapport with potential clients.

39. Pros and Cons List
Write about a life change that someone could make in their lives and then create a pros and cons 
list about that possible change.
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40. Ask for Feedback on your Blog
Ask for general feedback about your blog. What do readers like and dislike? Are there topics that 
they would like to hear more about?

41. Curate or Summarize Someone Else’s Work
Write a short summary to bring out the most important aspects and points in others published writ-
ings. 

43. Write About why you are Passionate about Helping Others
Tell your readers why you want to help them feel better and what drives you to work in the health-
care industry.

43. Ultimate Resource List
Make a list for readers on the best health and wellness resources. They could be free or paid, online 
or offline, local or international.

44. Top 10 Books List
What are the ten most important books your visitors could read right now that would improve their 
health.
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